### Suggested Social Media Messages to Oppose Public Charge

- The Trump administration’s new “public charge” regulation would deny immigrant families access to essential health care. Tell the White House this proposal will hurt families and compromise the public health. TAKE ACTION bit.ly/submitcomment #ProtectFamilies

- A new regulation, known as public charge, is designed to hurt immigrant families. [Name of org] is doing its part to #ProtectFamilies by submitting a public comment against the regulation. The government is required to read each comment: bit.ly/submitcomment

- A new federal policy proposal would put a price tag on US residency, heavily favoring wealthy immigrants. Take action to #ProtectFamilies and stop the Trump administration from making our immigration system “pay-to-play.” bit.ly/submitcomment

- [Name of org] believes we have to #ProtectFamilies and just submitted comments to the federal government to share our voice. If interested, you can do the same via: bit.ly/submitcomment

- No one should fear going to the doctor will mean they can’t stay with their family. Act now to #ProtectFamilies by submitting a comment against the government’s “public charge” proposal bit.ly/submitcomment

- Our lives should be defined by how we contribute to our communities—not by how much money we have. But a new federal regulation would ensure only wealthy immigrants could build a future in the U.S. We need to fight back to #ProtectFamilies! bit.ly/submitcomment

---

**Sample Graphic from the Protecting Immigrant Families Campaign**